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Guest Editors’ foreword
This special issue of Computational Geometry: Theory and Applications consists of seven papers, selected from the 25th
Annual Symposium on Computational Geometry, held June 8–10, 2009, at Aarhus University, Denmark. We selected the
papers to have an algorithmic focus, in consultation with the conference Program Committee, chaired by John Hershberger.
The papers reﬂect the diversity of topics in the conference, tackling combinatorial, geometric, and topological questions.
Timothy Chan and Eric Chen give the ﬁrst optimal, randomized, in-place algorithm for the 3-dimensional convex hull
problem. Their algorithm runs in O (n logn) expected time, using O (1) extra space. They also show that their approach
yields an optimal algorithm for the 2-dimensional line intersection problem, and also simpliﬁes a known optimal cache-
oblivious algorithm for convex hulls.
Gary Miller and Donald Sheehy present the ﬁrst deterministic algorithm for computing an approximate centerpoint of
a set S ⊆ Rd with time subexponential in d. Their algorithm derandomizes a previous algorithm by Clarkson et al. and
terminates with an O (1/d2)-center. They also leverage higher order Tverberg partitions to improve the running time of the
deterministic algorithm as well as the approximation guarantee of the randomized algorithm.
Glencora Borradaile, James Lee, and Anastasios Sidiropoulos present a probabilistic planar embedding of a genus g graph
with distortion O (g2). Viewing the graph as embedded on a surface with g handles, they cut all handles at once, improving
the previous exponential distortion bound of Indyk and Sidiropoulos that was achieved via an iterative algorithm.
Vicente Batista, David Millman, Sylvain Pion, and Johannes Singler present several parallel geometric algorithms for
multicore computers with shared memory, including 2- and 3-dimensional spatial sorting, d-dimensional axis-aligned box
intersection, and bulk insertion of points into the 3-dimensional Delaunay triangulation. They present experimental results
for their algorithms using implementations based on the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) as a ﬁrst step
toward a parallel mode for the library.
Gaiane Panina and Ileana Streinu close the open problem of whether the conﬁguration space of foldable conﬁgurations in
single-vertex origami with rigid faces is connected. The authors undertake a new approach that utilizes spherical geometry
and a Lebesgue measure on the surface of a sphere, which allows them to ﬁnish the remaining case of the work of Streinu
and Whiteley.
Oswin Aichholzer, Wolfgang Aigner, Franz Aurenhammer, Thomas Hackl, Bert Juettler, Margot Rabl, and Elisabeth Pilger-
storfer present a novel divide-and-conquer approach for computing the Voronoi Diagram of fairly general shapes in the
plane. They ﬁrst compute the medial axis of the shapes, inverting the usual order of computation for the medial axis and
the Voronoi Diagram. This new approach leads to numerically robust algorithms that work well in practice, even for circular
and other sites.
Peyman Afshani, Chris Hamilton, and Norbert Zeh present a general framework for cache-oblivious data structures used
for approximate range counting and exact range reporting under the condition that the respective range searching problems
have appropriate shallow cuttings. A number of problems meet this condition, such as three-sided range searching as well as
3-dimensional dominance or halfspace range searching. The respective data structures need linear space and facilitate worst-
case (1 + ε)-approximate answers using optimal O (logB(N/K )) I/Os. This even improves on previous results in internal
memory, where the optimal query bound was not achieved in the worst case before, even if superlinear space were allowed.
All the papers in this special issue were reviewed through the normal refereeing process reﬂecting the journal’s high
standards. We would like to thank the authors and reviewers for their hard work.
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